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Nidhogg II (Official Game Soundtrack)

**CD & CASSETTE NOW SHIPPING**

**KEY SELLING POINTS**

- Accolades: Winner- Indiecade Game Design 2013, Winner-IGF I GDC Nuovo Award 2011, 9/10 Edge, 93/100 PC Gamer, 9/10 IGN
- "A brilliant marriage of mechanics, level design and music that will be played and talked about for years to come." – PC Gamer
- "It's the most exhilarating competitive game I've played in years." – IGN

**DESCRIPTION**

The wurm has returned and it must feed! Shed your garments and paint the walls with the flesh of your enemies, for only one can be worthy of sacrifice.

The rules are simple. Reach the other side and kill anyone that stands in your way. Deftly parry and rend their throats, riddle their bowels with arrows, or squish their brains between your toes. The wurm cares not for chivalry.

Sequel to the indie hit of 2014, *Nidhogg II* builds upon the award-winning gameplay of its predecessor with new weapons to wield and levels to master, head-to-toe character customization, and the captivatingly grotesque art of Toby Dixon.

And, with music from artists including Mux Mool, Baths, Doseone, Osborne, and Daedelus, *Nidhogg II* has a soundtrack so good that even the menu screens are awesome.

**TRACKLISTING** (Click Tracks In Blue To Preview Audio)

1. Mux Mool - Intentional Death and Dismemberment Plan
2. Geotic - Knapsack
3. Mux Mool - Thrust
4. Mux Mool - Raw Gore
5. Mux Mool - Menu Chow
6. Osborne - Sums
7. Mux Mool - Hog Knuckles
8. Mux Mool - Land Of Sand
9. Doseone - Number1
10. Mux Mool - Foghat Leghat
11. Daedelus - Tiptoes
12. Mux Mool - Oh Yeah
13. Mux Mool - Grunt